Hotel Lungomare

Road Cycling Hotel Lungomare
Road Cycling Hotel Lungomare is situated directly at the sea in the small holiday village of
Cesenatico. Starting from Marco Pantani’s birthplace, you can explore the training routes of the
former cycling pro together with the bike guides of the hotel. The 1,415 metres-high Monte
Carpegna is surely the best destination for this. The mountain used to be Pantani‘s training
mountain. The Emilia Romagna Region is also known for its mild temperatures and the hardly
frequented roads. The hotel’s location is the perfect starting point for all kind of road cyclist of
all ability levels.
Need a bike only? Check all bike hire options in Emilia Romagna: BIKE HIRE EMILIA
ROMAGNA

Road Cycling Hotel Lungomare, MTB or Ebike holidays in
Cesenatico
Hotel Lungomare is the perfect choice for you and your family. Anyone who is not as
enthusiastic about cycling can enjoy an extensive programme of other leisure activities. A
Technogym fitness room, a wellness area, children’s and non-sportsmen and women
entertainment and of course the sea promise every family member a fantastic holiday
experience!
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ALL CYCLE CLASSIC TOURS IN ITALY - CYCLING HOLIDAYS ITALY

Road Cycling Hotel Lungomare Cesenatico boasts a long tradition of
hospitality
Since 1954, the Pasolini family has been welcoming guests and offering an oasis of relaxation
and well-being. Hotel Lungomare has all ingredients for all kind of cycling enthusiasts from
beginners to professionals. Cycle through unspoilt villages and experiencing the panoramic hills
and landscapes. Experience cycling from the Adriatic Sea to the Apennine mountains stretching
between Tuscany and Emilia Romagna.
Cesenatico is a land of cyclists and the birthplace of Marco Pantani, who trained in the
hinterland hills of Emilia Romagna. The region of the Nine Hills ( Nove Colli) also offers many
opportunities to the mountain biking lovers, with many beautiful trails in the pine forest and hills.
Moreover less trained cyclists can use city bikes and electric bikes and discover the great
culinary and cultural traditions of the area.
The Lungomare Hotel is the ideal partner for your cycling holiday and has hosted several times
professional teams such as Astana, Lampre, Colombia, Rusvelo, Sky, Cannondale, AG2R &
GM Cycling.
Happy Cycling!
Team Cycle Classic Tours and the staff of Hotel Lungomare!

Facilities
Bike Rental
Half & Full Board
Wifi
Bike Workshop

HOTEL LUNGOMARE - FACILITIES FOR ALL KIND OF CYCLIST!
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GROUPS & ROUTES
At the Hotel Lungomare you will find every day 5 different tours that respond to different
levels of training. Everyone can choose the group that best represents him and thus
avoid unpleasant waits during your excursions. Free excursions and trips with expert
cycling guides, excluding reservations made via online portals (e.g. Booking, Expedia
etc.) and some travel agencies and tour operators.
CAMOMILLA GROUP CAMOMILLA GROUP
Ideal for those who are not overly athletic and travel at a speed of around 18-20 km/h. If
you like biking simply for immersing yourself in a meadow and smelling the flowers, for
discovering and admiring ancient monuments or for stopping to enjoy an ice cream, you
are in the right group. This is also suitable for those travelling with e-bikes (which can
also be rented at the hotel).
LATTE MACCHIATO GROUP
This group is ideal for those who are not very fit and travels at an average speed of
19/21 km/h. If you like the bike but still more to discover the gastronomic traditions of the
area, enjoy the scents and landscapes, the group Latte Macchiato is the right for you.
This group is also suitable for those traveling with E-Bike (also rentable at the hotel).
ACQUA GASATA GROUP
The group Acqua Gasata requires a level of average training and travels at an average
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speed of about 21/23 km/h. It is recommended for cyclists who love contact with nature
and the landscape and who want to increase their performance.
SANGIOVESE GROUP
Sangiovese is the typical wine of Romagna, with the strong flavor, just like this group.
The average speed is 24/27 km/h and requires a good workout in the legs. We
recommend it to cyclists accustomed to the pedal and all those that cannot be put off by
the climbs.
SPRITZ GROUP
Dedicated to sports or highly trained cyclists, Spritz is a group that maintains an average
speed of 27/30 km/h, and tackles difficult trails with routes that reach to 140 km.
NUMEROUS FACILITIES

Public areas fill with light and natural materials welcome guests in a warm embrace.
Your holiday is filled with lots of little details that show the attention we dedicate to each
and every one of our guests.
Physical well-being is important and on holiday you have all the time you need to take
care of yourself.
At the Hotel Lungomare you can ask massages and beauty treatments.
Furthermore, we offer laundry service, room service, and many other services dedicated
to you fin order to spend a holiday in comfort.
The veranda awaits guests for delightful moments of relaxation when they return from
the sea and is the ideal place for chatting with friends or enjoying a good book.
From the lounge to the American bar and TV room with satellite reception, every public
area has been designed to welcome guests and help them relax.
The WI-FI and Internet point mean guests will have no problem keeping in touch with
their friends.
And we also organize lots of entertainment - such as parties, animation and a mini-club
too - for you and your family in our beautiful shaded garden and in the swimming pool.
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Hotel Information
Familie Pasolini Viale Giosué Carducci 299 47042 Cesenatico Italy
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